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Let’s talk  
about climate 

Naomi Klein asks James Norman, “What 
if part of the reason so many of us have 
failed to act is not because we are too 
selfish … but because we are utterly 
overwhelmed by how much we do care?”

Climate change is #OnMyAgenda 
Our government has utterly failed to 
put climate change on its agenda. But 
we won’t give up. Together we’re 
showing our leaders how to lead.

 Paradigm shift 
Injustices against 

nature are stirring 
something in the Australian 

people  —  reawakening our innate 
connection to the natural world and 
driving our desire to protect it.
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 High bake 
A single tree has the same 
cooling effect as ten air 
conditioners. By connecting 
trees with parks, and 

parks with pollution, Paul Sinclair shows 
how can transform our concrete deserts.

 

the hot seat
Climate change is 
pushing threatened 
wildlife in the Great 

Eastern Ranges to the edge, writes Jess 
 Abrahams. Here’s what we can do about it.

 

Microbes, mucus 
and molecules  
Zobi is a brave rhizobia 
bacterium whose home is 

under threat from a warming ocean. Can she 
team up with other life forms to save the day
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Like a sprawling underwater space 
station, there are very few nutrients in 

coral reefs. Nothing can be wasted, so life 
forms have to work together efficiently 
to use what little food is available. The 

symbiotic relationships of our planet are 
quite incredible  —  and vitally necessary!

We have five sets of illustrated books 
for eager scientists, young and old. 

Winners will receive both The Squid, the 
Vibrio and the Moon and Zobi and the 

Zoox, both by Ailsa Wild, Aviva Reed, 
Briony Barr and Dr Gregory Crocetti. 

Letters and tweetsChange
Tessa Fluence

Last year was the hottest ever 
for our planet. The consequences of unchecked 
pollution are coming thick and fast and climate 
scientists are issuing increasingly urgent warn-
ings. Finally, governments around the world are 
taking notice. 

Yet some continue to look away. They dither. 
Shift blame. Think wishfully. 

Despite growing international pressure and 
community concern, our government prefers to 
keep its head in the sand. 

But there’s hope.
Naomi Klein came late to the climate move-

ment. She starts her latest book, This Changes 
Everything, with the admission that she, too, 
used to find herself looking away. 

Back then, she was overwhelmed by apoc-
alyptic-sounding news stories about our fast 
changing world. It was easier to be lulled by 
government speak that nothing is wrong and 
we should all just mine more, pollute more, 
consume more. It’s quite a profound cognitive 
dissonance.

But when Klein finally forced herself to look, 
what she saw changed everything. 

She realised we urgently need to change the 
way we live. We must dismantle the marriage 
between the state and fossil fuel industry and 
create justice at the brutal edges of our econom-
ic system. Revoke the social license that says it’s 
okay to consume mindlessly. In short, we need 
to change everything. 

Doing so will take a mass social movement 
with all hands on deck. It’s a big task, but Klein 
is cautiously optimistic. 

Change is in the air. We are entering a new 
era driven by an unstoppable force  —  people 
power. This is an era where we, the people, will 
hold our government to account so they can no 
longer trash the environment at the expense of 
short-term gain. 

There will be no more blame shifting, dither-
ing or wishful thinking. There will be no more 
looking away. 

 L_Deweaver@Oct 14 
Shocked to read in habitat our government 
spends more subsidising the fossil fuel 
industry than it does on #PublicEducation!

 
It is great to see that New York is being 
greened in a variety of ways, although I 
was a little dismayed when I got to the bit 
in your article that said, ‘Central Park is 
the essential greenie destination  —  Mother 
Nature highly approves’. Any park in an 
urban setting is an oasis in the middle of a 
city desert. However, the development of 
the island and the construction of Central 
Park involved the destruction of many 
forests and wetlands. Like all national 
parks, Central Park is capitalism’s good 
deed for the day that actually destroys the 
earth everywhere else. Central Park would 
be highly approved by patriarchal Mother 

to win, email  
habitat@acfonline.org.au 
by 8 April with ‘Symbiosis’ 
in the subject line and your 
name, address and phone 
number in the email body. 
For more on the books 
and their symbiotic stories, 
check out page 30 of habitat.

Please email letters to 
habitat@acfonline.org.au and include 
your name and address. Letters may be 
edited for length and clarity.

Join the habitat twitter 
 conversation @AusConservation 
or like us on Facebook 
/AustralianConservationFoundation

Nature as it involved the 
destruction of the matrifocal 
Great Mother of the swamps 
and marshes.

Rod Giblett

 @theFourthNoodle 
I just joined the Australian 
Conservation Foundation 
for ten bucks. Less than 
an inner city sandwich. 
@AusConservation

Eco giveaway
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in the ebb and flow of the tide, buried in the 
sand and often washed up on the beach, shells 
are the exoskeletons of marine molluscs. 

For molluscs like periwinkles and murex sea 
snails, a shell is a coat of armour. Its intricate 
spikes, knobs and teeth protect the mollusc 
from predators, storms and strong currents, 
and sometimes enable it to bury itself or swim.

When the mollusc dies, its empty shell might 
become a temporary home for a hermit crab or 
a refuge for a small fish. Shells are often anchors 
for plants and non-mobile creatures like 
sponges and sea squirts. They provide habitat 
for feeding and structures for egg laying. They 
also stabilise the beach, preventing erosion, and 
sometime birds use shells as nesting material. 

Shells are primarily made of calcium, a 
major component of seawater. When clams 
and oyster shells start to break down, they 
slowly dissolve and release calcium carbonate 
back into the water, which other creatures 

recycle to grow their 
own shells  —  and 
the cycle continues.

Tossed Photo: 
Bette Devine,  
Shells at Shelly 
Beach, Kilcunda, 
Victoria

→ Visit  acfonline.org.au/
habitat to download 

proofsheet images as 
your screen saver. 

 Proofsheet



We will not allow our leaders to fail us again 
and if we have to call them to account, so be it. 
What we are talking about here is no more and 
no less about making the world safe.

The old story of environmental groups is no 
longer enough. We will still work hard to pro-
tect this bit here and stop that mine there, but 
this approach is not enough. These days, we 
have to bring home the overarching narrative 
about safe climate. We have to show people 
how it affects their lives right now. That if we 
don’t remedy these issues, people will die from 
the increase in world temperatures. These are 
real things.

This is not an easy road we are heading down. 
We’re on the road less travelled. We need you 
to come with us and bring your families and 
friends, your colleagues and neighbours, and 
anyone else you can think of.

We need to be able to go to the politicians and 
say, look at all these people who stand with us. 
Politicians are frightened by large numbers, and 
it is good to frighten then now and again. 

We greatly appreciate your support. If you 
come down the road with us and we swell our 
numbers and do the things we must, I prom-
ise you, as the poet Robert Frost said, that will 
make all the difference. 

5

For a long time, ACF was remarkably effective at tread-
ing the corridors of Canberra. We could make politicians act by 
presenting reasoned arguments based on economics and science. 

But that approach no longer works. These days, we live in re-
markable times. And remarkable times call for a new approach. 

In the last few months, the United Nations Intergovernmen-
tal Panel on Climate Change released its report warning that if 
left unchecked, climate change may soon be irreversible. Among 
scores of other nations taking action, the United States and China 
announced their bold new joint climate change agreement, and 
President Obama put climate change at the forefront of the G20 
agenda in his remarkable speech at the University of Queensland. 

Our own government claims to be at the forefront of environ-
mental action with its direct action plan, but reduces climate 

change to a tokenistic sentence. Meanwhile, our 
Prime Minister passionately defends coal.

In the absence of national leadership, ACF has 
an incredible opportunity to develop our leader-
ship role and take a different path. We have to 
take these debates to the people of Australia be-
cause the politicians won’t. 

This is our opportunity  —  and our challenge. 
We need to take a different approach and do whatever is need-

ed. If we need to individually name the politicians who are fail-
ing and point out why they are failing: we will do it. 

If we need to go into the boardrooms of the major corporations 
in this country and tell them they are failing in their duties; if we 
need to go to their shareholders; if we need to go to their custom-
ers: so be it, we will do it. 

If we need to name and shame the biggest polluters in the coun-
try and their directors, and point out where their pollution comes 
from and how they could stop it: so be it, we will do that too. 

Let ter from the President   

on the road less travelled

we need you to come 
with us and bring your 

families and friends, 
your colleagues and 

neighbours, and anyone 
else you can think of

geoff 
Cousins 

The road noT Taken  —  Robert Frost

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,
And sorry I could not travel both
And be one traveler, long I stood
And looked down one as far as I could
To where it bent in the undergrowth;

Then took the other, as just as fair,
And having perhaps the better claim,
Because it was grassy and wanted wear;
Though as for that the passing there
Had worn them really about the same,

And both that morning equally lay
In leaves no step had trodden black.
Oh, I kept the first for another day!
Yet knowing how way leads on to way,
I doubted if I should ever come back.

I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I —
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.



LeT’s
abouT 
climate   
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 Feature

Naomi Klein is not afraid to get to 
the nub of the most urgent issues facing our age. 
In her previous era-defining books No Logo and 
The Shock Doctrine, she identifies the unholy 
marriage of free market capitalism and neo-lib-
eral politics as the scourge of our times, tackling 

head-on the sinister underbelly of free trade 
and later examining the tendency for the mar-
ket to seize upon moments of calamity to en-
sure its ongoing vitality. 

Along the way, No Logo became the bible of 
the bourgeoning anti-globalisation movement 

talK
“What if part of the reasoN so maNy of us have failed 
to act is Not because We are too selfish … but because 
We are utterly overWhelmed by hoW much We do care?”

James Norman



“Apocalypse is everywhere in 
our popular culture. And yet 
we hear from our political 
leaders that nothing is 
wrong  —  if anything we’re 
going to up the ante. It’s 
such a profound cognitive 
dissonance”  —  Naomi Klein

Naomi KleiN: let’s talK about climate 

and the world’s leading economists, including Joseph Stiglitz 
and John Gray, applauded The Shock Doctrine. These texts also in-
spired a generation of young activists (myself included) at a time 
when it was rare to find voices able to cut through the neoliberal 
triumphalism dominating western discourse in the final decade 
of the twentieth century. 

In her new book, This Changes Everything, the 44-year-old 
Canadian polemicist and board member of 350.org turns her at-
tention to climate change. This book again directly and unapolo-
getically challenges the very core of the way we live  —  but this 
time capitalism is under direct scrutiny as the engine of global 
calamity. Klein’s scope is broad and her tone urgent. This is an 
existential threat to the future of humanity itself; the profits of a 
tiny minority are directly and measurably imperilling the future 
of life on this planet. 

Speaking to habitat from her home in Toronto, Canada, Klein 
says one of the unfortunate things about the climate crisis is its 
timing. “This crisis fell in our laps at the moment when market 
triumphalists were telling us that we should leave everything to 
the free market and look away,” she says. “The fact that those ide-
as reached their height right when our governments were learn-
ing about climate change was spectacularly bad timing.”

However, three decades on, Klein argues we are in a very dif-
ferent moment. She wants a more robust and honest discussion 
about how the predominant economic system has created deep 
inequalities. “People no longer believe that short term profit and 
growth will benefit everybody. There are multiple crises that we 
are facing as a result of the triumph of that world view  —  and 
climate change is among them.”

More than a doom and gloom synopsis of impending environ-
mental apocalypse, Klein’s book points to a positive pathway out 
of our current malaise of unfettered planet destroying consump-
tion. Klein says humanity’s greatest hope now lies in the capacity 
of a new global movement, united under a climate justice tent, 
and rising up to take direct action where governments refuse to 
budge fast enough. 

Klein dares to imagine a future in which climate change be-
comes the catalyst to address the unfinished business of broader 
social equity and liberation.

“Only mass social movements can save us now,” she writes, 
“because we know where the current system, left unchecked, is 
headed. We also know how that system will deal with the reali-
ty of serial climate related-disasters: with profiteering and escalat-
ing barbarism to segregate the losers from the winners. To arrive 
at that dystopia, all we need to do is keep barrelling down the road 
we are on. The only remaining variable is whether some counter-
vailing power will emerge to block the road, and simultaneous-
ly create some alternate pathways to destinations that are safer.” 

“If that happens, it changes everything.”

Born in Montreal in 1970 to progressive parents (her 
family left the USA during the Vietnam War) Klein’s Mother, 
Bonnie Sherr Klein, was a feminist filmmaker and her father, 
 Michael Klein, helped establish public health centres. Despite her 

involvement in many progressive social move-
ments over the past decades, Klein came late to 
the climate movement, and says she wants her 
new book not simply to speak to activists, but 
to provide a bridge to those who care, but still 
find themselves looking away. 

“That’s why I started the book owning up to 
my own climate denial,” she says. “I think it’s 
a pretty natural response to living in a culture 
that creates such unresolved tensions. On the 
one hand, we are getting this incredibly fright-
ening, destabilising news about our collective 
safety. Apocalypse is everywhere in our popu-
lar culture. And yet we hear from our politi-
cal leaders that nothing is wrong  —  if anything 
we’re going to up the ante. It’s such a profound 
cognitive dissonance.”

But underpinning her book is a compelling 
optimism, which springs off from the notion 
that placing justice at the centre of the climate 
movement will engage large new communities 
of active people who have not in the past been 
invited to the table. “We need to reframe the dis-
cussion so it’s not just about climate action, but 
it’s about climate justice. It’s not just that it’s the 
moral thing to, but it’s also that if we don’t deal 
with these festering inequalities, then we aren’t 
going to deal with climate change.” 

Klein goes on, “In settler colonial states like 
Australia and Canada the way we respond to 
climate change really raises painful histories 
and difficult questions about land rights. It 
means asking if Indigenous communities have 
the resources to bring renewable energy to their 
territory and the skills and training to manage 
them  —  and to ensure the profits and proceeds 

7
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 Naomi KleiN: let’s talK about climate 

from that energy production stay in their com-
munity so that we close the persistent inequality.”

Taken to the international level, climate 
change forces rich countries like Australia to 
face up to our colonial, fossil fuel dependent his-
tory, and impels us to take greater responsibili-
ty for the fact that we have been digging up and 
burning fossil fuels for hundreds of years. “If we 
refuse to be part of an international system that 
helps developing countries leapfrog over fossil 
fuels, then we’ll be locked into the same extrac-
tivist logic.” 

Part of the compelling genius of 
Klein’s book is that she is able to describe what 
the required mass transition would look like. 

The first step, she insists, must be to command the engagement 
of disparate communities all over the planet to recognise climate 
change as a global emergency requiring a collective response. 

“It would look different where ever we live, but it would look 
a little bit like what’s happening in Germany now with a highly 
engaged citizenry. The public are taking back control over their 
energy grid and engaging communities in amazing ways from 
small towns to big cities. That involves referendums, participa-
tion of so many levels  —  a really strong engagement.”

Through forensic journalism and clear headed writing, Klein 
dissects the failures of parts of the Green movement to instigate a 
convincing climate narrative  —  pointing to the hypocrisy of sev-
eral leading US environment groups to break away from being 
tied to the fossil fuel industry. 

“I think for NGOs it’s a moment to ask some deep questions,” 
she says. “We now know that lobbying behind closed doors isn’t 
going to do it, because we’ve been trying that for two and half 
decades and we know emissions are up by 60 per cent. What’s 
the relationship going to be between some of the big environ-
mental brands and the new social movements rising up against 
fracking and other new extractivist infrastructure?” 

“The challenge now is not to try to co-opt it or own these 
grassroots movements, but to provide a supportive role with re-
search, with communications  —  and make space for new voices. 
It’s crucial now to create space for people on the front lines of 
this crisis to speak for themselves with that tremendous moral 
clarity that comes from being directly impacted. Those are trans-
formative moments. NGOs need to decide which side they are 
on,” says Klein.

What emerges from the close to 500 pages of This Changes 
Everything is nothing less than an urgent and inspiring call to 
action, underpinned by the hopeful proclamation that we may 
still stand a chance of saving the earth from unthinkable calami-
ty  —  if we are able to bring all the threads together of the groups 
demanding justice from the more brutal edges of the current eco-
nomic system, as well as dismantling the marriage of the state 
and the fossil fuel industry. But that’s a big if.

The solutions to the climate crisis, argues Klein, are to be 
found through building a bottom-up mass-movement demand-
ing change to the energy status away from fossil fuels towards 
renewables, mass divestment away from polluting industries, 
and non-violent direct action. It comes down to the capacity of 
people to simply recognise what is happening to the environ-
ment and making the decision to take action themselves.

“There is not much else offering hope right now,” says Klein. 
“I feel that maintaining hope in the midst of crisis of this scale 
is really a matter of ethics. What gives me hope is that climate 
change puts some really clear parameters around how we need 
to change  —  we need to stay within this carbon budget and we 
need to cut our emissions by around 10 per cent a year  —  and we 
need to start doing it now. I actually think that’s pretty helpful  —  
it gets us started.” 

“I can see it happening if we can bring all these justice move-
ments together. So long as I can see it happening, I’m going to 
hold out some hope.”

“Only mass social move-
ments can save us now, 

because we know where 
the current system, left 

unchecked, is headed”  

→ to read an exclusive interview with Naomi Klein, download 
habitat for iPad free at acfonline.org.au/habitatapp

→ Join our action community! action.org.au
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Feature 

On 15 November 2014, world leaders flocked to Bris-
bane. They came to talk about the future of the global economy. 
As the host nation, Australia was tasked with setting the agenda 
of the meeting.

But there was one thing missing … 
Our government refused to put climate change on the agenda in 
any meaningful way. 

Like many of the G20 leaders, we thought it made sense to talk 
about the environment the economy is dependent on. So we got 
together to let our leaders know that even if climate change is not 
on the government’s agenda, it’s firmly on ours. 

Climate change, the noisiest elephant in the room
Despite the Australian government’s attempts to silence the el-
ephant in the room, it roared, stomped and charged onto the 
G20 stage.

Across our sunburnt continent, the ACF com-
munity and Climate Reality leaders hosted more 
than 120 events. From Cairns to Swansea, from 
Canning Vale to Wollongong  —  citizens came to-
gether to show the world that climate change is 
on our agenda.

We filled homes, classrooms, cafes, churches, 
parking lots, gardens and offices.

We had animated conversations about how 
to encourage bi-partisan support for clean en-
ergy. We brainstormed ideas about how to pos-
itively affect public opinion. We cried tears of 
laughter and frustration, and held signs declar-
ing why action on climate is on our agenda.

We screened hopeful stories from around the 
globe of citizens, companies and communities 
moving forward into a clean energy future. 

Climate Change is

our government has utterly failed to put climate change on its 
agenda. together, we’re showing the leaders how to lead.

#OnMyAgendA

Victoria McKenzie-McHarg
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 Feature

Inspiring examples of leadership and innova-
tion from China, South Africa, Kenya and In-
dia highlight that opportunities for change are 
abundant and accessible.

We took to twitter in droves.
Together we are stronger, so we worked with 

collaboration partners for the #onmyagenda 
campaign. A huge thanks to WWF for taking the 
lead, and to the Australian Youth Climate Coali-
tion, Oxfam, Getup, 350 Australia, One Million 
Women, Greenpeace and Earth Hour.

Our hashtag #onmyagenda flared up all 
over Twitter and Facebook  —  appearing over 
40,000 times.

G20 leaders were targeted in 16 different lan-
guages. Passionate citizens, former political 
leaders, clean energy champions and local and 
national media all harnessed this crucial moment 

to show our politicians and the international community that cut-
ting pollution and tackling climate change is on our agenda.

We raised the bar, billboards and bums.
Australians used all of the tools available to them to make it 

known that problems don’t just go away because you ignore them.
From burying their heads in the sand in a hilarious ode to 

emus, to a crowd-funded campaign to have our banned billboard 
featuring grape farmer David Bruer seen at Brisbane airport, we 
showed the world that we want to tackle our climate challenges 
head on.

And then …

g20 leaders spoke up and didn’t stop.
On the runway to the G20, China and the USA announced bold plans 
to cut pollution and reign in their contribution to climate change.

United Nations Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon singled out cli-
mate change as our biggest collective challenge. David Cameron 
reiterated his commitment to the United Kingdom’s climate change 

“Climate change is the 
defining issue of our times, 
therefore it is only natural 
that the g20 leaders should 
focus on this”  —  United 
Nations Secretary General, 
Ban Ki-moon



“Here in the Asia-Pacific 
nobody has more at stake 
when it comes to thinking 
about and then acting 
on climate change”  —  US 
President, Barack Obama

11

climate chaNge is #oNmyageNda

legislation. Turkey’s Prime Minister stated his intentions to tackle 
the issue, as did the Japanese PM Shinzo Abe and even the conserv-
ative Prime Minister of Canada, Stephen Harper. Japan, Germany, 
the US and China have all pledged billions to the green climate 
fund designed to assist developing countries transition to clean en-
ergy economies. 

But this story doesn’t have a happily ever after. Not yet.
Because our government still hasn’t put climate change on their 
agenda. 

Our PM turned his back on the issue, declaring his commitment 
to burning more and more fossil fuels.

But we’re not going to watch this opportunity pass us by. We’re 
not going to be dragged into the dark ages when we have a choice. 
This mammoth effort from the tip to the tail of Australia is only the 
beginning.

We’re ready for an economy that doesn’t work at the expense of 
the environment. We’re ready to tell the big polluters that we won’t 

stand by and let them hijack our democracy and 
gut our environment for their bottom line.

In fact, we’re already doing it.

we won’t give up. 
Not until climate change is put squarely on our 
government’s agenda  —  with ambitious pollu-
tion reduction targets, meaningful internation-
al commitments and rock-solid, independent 
and scientifically evidenced policy. We will ral-
ly, we will organise, we will shout out and we 
will continue to stand up for a safe climate for 
all Australians.

→ For more on this story visit  
acfonline.org.au/onmyagenda 
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heading

Once removed from their land in shackles, 
the Olkola Traditional Owners are finally 
heading home to their land on Cape 
York Peninsula, writes ACF’s Northern 
Australia campaigner Andrew Picone. 

From the air, you can barely see a road 
or other sign of modern infrastructure. A sea of 
bloodwoods and eucalypts stretch out beneath 
us. Occasionally a reflective deep blue lagoon 
interrupts the regular pattern of savannah. 

Bungie, as our chopper pilot is professional-
ly known, steers us across south central Cape 
York Peninsula. Michael Ross, senior Tradition-
al Owner and Chairperson of the Olkola Cor-
poration, is taking me and photographer Kerry 
Trapnell out into the middle of Olkola country. 

Beneath us, the modest peaks of the Great Dividing Range 
stretch unbroken towards Laura, a town internationally renowned 
for its rock art. Michael tells us over the headset, with a little sign 
language, that the sandstone caves and overhangs throughout 
Olkola country are full of handprints and other kinds of rock art. 
They are yet to be properly explored and documented. 

There is little topographic relief as we push out into the West-
ern Cape. The landscape is almost flat and the soft carpet of open 
woodland continues  —  broken only by a network of rivers, creeks 
and lagoons  —  until the Gulf of Carpentaria. 

The headset crackles with instructions from Michael and we 
pull up and circle around. Beneath us, ancient bora grounds 
marked with circles of dark rocks contrast with the near white 
soil. These small rocks are a poignant reminder that the Olkola, 
like many other Indigenous people, never gave up their country, 
but had it literally taken from underneath them. 

Once on the ground, Michael and I settle into a conversation 
about Olkola country, his favourite places and his years of work 
getting them back. 

Andrew Picone
Home

 News

Photos: 
Kerry trapnell
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“that’s what I been doing for so many 
years  —  just chasing the rainbow for my 
people and at the end of the day, we’re 
going to find the head of it. this is it. 
Hopefully we are part of building the Cape 
together. Again”  —  Mike Ross, Olkola elder

headiNg home 

Born and raised on Cape York, Michael worked as a ringer, 
mustering cattle down the Cape’s west coast to the stockyards at 
Mareeba. He tells me his political life started in the 1990s when the 
Olkola came into possession of the Glen Garland pastoral lease. 

The purchase of Glen Garland proved to be the catalyst that 
drew Michael into politics and negotiation. It was here in 1993, at 
one of the first gatherings of Olkola people on their country since 
dispossession, that Michael was instructed to get back the rest of 
their land. “That was the first move of getting Olkola people back 
on country,” Michael tells me. 

Over the years Michael has worked for ATSIC, chaired the 
Cape York Land Council and now heads up several organisations 
including the Olkola Aboriginal Corporation. He has worked 
long and hard supporting many Traditional Owner groups to get 
their lands back. A century of land tenure arrangements largely 
excluded Olkola people from their own country, but now, Mi-
chael says, he feels optimistic that the tables are finally turning 
for the Olkola people. “We don’t have to get permission, we’re 
going home …” 

In 2010, the Queensland Government returned the 42,510 
hectare Mulkay pastoral lease to the Olkola. It is sacred country, 
Michael says, so the Olkola people “decided no, we don’t want 

that as freehold, we want that as national park. 
We named it Alwal National Park for the gold-
en-shouldered parrot.” 

The historic hand back of a slab of 633,630 hec-
tares across five pastoral properties to the Olko-
la people last December brings their total land 
holdings to 766,272 hectares, which is most of 
their ancestral homelands. It was one of the larg-
est single handovers in Australia in recent years. 

“That’s a big piece of land. We have to plan 
what security we get from that land. How we 
can work that land and also protect it. This land 
needs protection …” 
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headiNg home

Part of the new tenure arrangements under 
Olkola ownership includes 373,320 hectares of 
new parks, the majority of which is the Olkola 
National Park, jointly managed by the Olkola 
land managers and Queensland Government.

But of course there are challenges. 
“You get your country back and then you 

start looking at finance … then you look at en-
terprises, what can happen here … My belief 
and my wish is that the Olkola will be self-suf-
ficient” Michael says. 

Before we head off, Michael shares a thought 
about a place close to his heart; 

“… that’s in my Mother’s country … the 
spring mounds. I could sit in that place a long 
time. There’s something special about it, that’s 
one of my favourite  —  probably my most fa-
vourite place. It’s a high priority. 

“I’d really like to protect it and do the best 
thing I can for that area because of cultural val-
ue. I can’t put no limit on the cultural value. It’s 
very important to me and it’s important for that 
area and the kangaroo-rat that created it. The 
spring mounds are very very special. And I like 
to keep it that way.”

“the whole Olkola nation is special to people but each 
family got a special area and I got this special area 

where I like visiting. I like taking my family there, 
and my boys there. And maybe at a later stage I take 
my grandchildren and get them to get that feeling of 

what I’ve got now”  —  Mike Ross, Olkola elder

→ For more photos of Olkola country, download habitat 
for iPad at acfonline.org.au/habitatapp
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Your living legacy
An exceptional gift
You can leave a gift of a healthy planet 
and a healthy future in your will.

Your legacy will be a world where 
majestic ancient forests stand tall. 
Where a healthy climate supports 
all living things. 

An Australia full of wild places, 
clear flowing rivers and abundant 
wildlife. Where  people live in 
harmony with the environment 
and face a better future, together.

With your enduring 
commitment and support 
ACF can achieve this vision.

Your living legacy — an 
exceptional gift indeed.

To leave a living legacy through your will please contact Nola Wilmot today at ACF 1800 332 510 or bequests@acfonline.org.au

Dear reader, 
Change is in the air at habitat too!

We’re taking a fresh look at habitat this year,  
and we’d love to hear your thoughts. 

Do you have a story to share or an article to contribute? 
What do you enjoy about habitat? 

What would you like to see more or less of?
Email us at: habitat@acfonline.org.au  

with “feedback” in the subject line. 

Thank you! 

Team habitat

TeLL us WhaT 
You ThInk!
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the AustraLian government continues to dig in on 
climate change and polluting energy. But the rest of the world is mov-
ing, and we’ve got a long way to go to catch up. ACF supporters are at 
the front line, holding our elected representatives to account.

In November, the US and Chinese presidents surprised many with 
their announcement that the two countries had brokered a deal to 
cut pollution, support clean energy and tackle global warming. Just 
two days later Australia played host to the G20 gathering of world 
leaders. In stark contrast to many of the other leaders present, our 
government refused to put climate change  —  the most pressing issue 
of all  —  on the agenda. 

ACF supporters took matters into their own hands, demonstrating 
beyond doubt that climate change is on their agenda with over 120 
events around Australia calling for action to cut pollution and support 
clean energy. 

The government’s so-called Direct Action Plan passed the Parlia-
ment at the end of October. It’s a fundamentally flawed policy and 
is simply unable to cut pollution in line with what scientists tell us is 
necessary. With the pressure now on from our biggest trading part-
ners to step up on climate change, the government will need to devel-
op a new approach or risk becoming an international pariah. 

The ALP walked away from the government’s attempt to weaken our 
Renewable Energy Target, but the threat to clean energy in Australia 
remains very real. Since the government broke their election prom-
ise to support the RET, investment has stalled. And while Australians 
continue to show their love for clean energy with more and more solar 
installations on homes and businesses every week, ACF supporters 
have been contacting their local MPs to call on them to protect the 
RET and our clean energy future. 

We have a long way to go to make sure climate change is on our 
government’s agenda and that our clean energy industry can flour-
ish while cutting pollution across the country. But as the momentum 
builds internationally, so too does the pressure and action of our sup-
porters who are holding our government to account and creating the 
new world we know is possible.

→ For updates visit  
acfonline.org.au/climate-change

Victoria McKenzie-McHarg
Climate Change Campaign manager

 CamPaign uPdates

In the fourteen years since I joined 
this movement, I have never seen one like 2014. Po-
litical and business leaders unleashed volley after 
volley of ideological attacks on the institutions that 
protect Australia’s environment. A handful succeed-
ed; most failed or stalled. Their most significant ef-
fect has been to strengthen our movement. In 2015 
we will build on this momentum.

Hoping to set a devastating international prec-
edent, Tony Abbott and Greg Hunt tried to strike 
74,000 hectares of Tasmanian forests from the 
World Heritage List. The forests remain intact, and 
so too did the convention that protects 266 million 
hectares of land and sea around the globe.

They tried turning our national environmental laws 
into a one-stop-shop for the liquidation of Australia’s 
natural heritage. Swayed by stories of rural Austral-
ians on the front line of unsustainable coal and gas 
developments, the Senate sent them packing.

Around the country, thousands attended their 
first protests. Metgasco couldn’t overcome the peo-
ple’s will at Bentley. And in Melbourne a $7 billion 
toll road contract is being torn up because people 
demanded parks and public transport.

This year ACF will help bring more voices from our 
diverse movement into the halls of our parliaments 
and boardrooms. Together we will demand a new 
generation of environment laws that actually protect 
nature  —  because people shouldn’t have to get ar-
rested to prevent that which is patently foolish.

We will launch a new vision to protect and con-
nect the forests that stretch from Cape York to 
Western Victoria  —  because they supply 11 million 
Australians with drinking water and give many native 
species precious cool habitat as our planet heats up.

Most of all, we will stand with old and new allies 
for nature. Because as a farmer from Coonamble told 
the ABC recently, “we’re Australians and we want to 
see Australia prosper. But you don’t trash the joint as 
you’re going through in the quest for a cheap buck”.

→ For updates visit  
acfonline.org.au/protect-national-parks

Jonathan La Nauze
healthy eCosystems program manager
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Can we ever really understand the impact on 
Aboriginal people of the dispossession of their coun-
try, or comprehend the significance to Traditional 
Owners of the return of their ancestral homelands?

The Cape York Peninsula land tenure resolution 
process has reached some historic milestones. After 
adding the area of land just restored to the Olko-
la people of southern central Cape York, the total 
area of country returned to Aboriginal ownership on 
Cape York Peninsula has now climbed to over the 
three million hectares. Of this, nearly two million 
hectares is Aboriginal owned and jointly managed 
National Parks or Nature Refuges. This is conserva-
tion on a landscape scale. But the numbers tell only 
a part of the story. 

ACF has had the privilege to travel to Olkola 
country with the Olkola leaders  —  to hear the sto-
ries of special places, to listen to Olkola plans to 
look after their country and its pristine watersheds, 
which supply downstream communities of precious 
clean water. There are also the tragic and shameful 
stories of dispossession, of forced removal and re-
location, and of draconian control over the lives of 
Aboriginal people for a century and more. Despite 
the systemic policies of dislocation, the Olkola have 
retained a strong connection to their country, to the 
places where they were born, the places their an-
cestors call home. 

The historic return of their country comes after a 
long struggle by the Olkola. Their success now ena-
bles Olkola, young and old, to reconnect with coun-
try in ways which until now had been prevented by 
locked gates and fences. This counts for a whole 
lot more than just the number of hectares returned. 
This is the Olkola regaining control over their future. 

ACF is working in partnership with the Olkola to 
support their plans to look after their country, to 
create jobs and income from carbon farming, tour-
ism and other land and water management oppor-
tunities. There is a lot more to come in the Olkola 
story so stay tuned for more in the coming months.

graham tupper 
northern australia program manager

→ For updates visit   
acfonline.org.au/northern-australia

November 2014 saw the IUCN World Park Congress meet in 
Sydney for its once-a-decade convention. Central to discussions was 
an issue ACF’s economics and healthy ecosystems teams are busy 
working on  —  how can we ensure sufficient, long-term financing to 
reach the conservation goals scientists tell us are critical to planetary 
survival?

The debate regarding conservation finance is similar in many 
ways to that surrounding climate finance. How much is needed and 
who should pay?

Clearly governments are not allocating sufficient resources to 
conservation or climate finance. Worse, many subsidise fossil fuel 
extraction and use. While most nations agree more finance is des-
perately needed both now and in the medium-term, under the 
Abbott Government, Australia has withdrawn climate finance and 
continues to refuse to do its fair share to help people in need. The 
first Abbott budget also ripped $500 million from Landcare to fund 
the Green Army scheme. The High Court recently questioned the 
constitutional validity of programs like the Green Army if they are 
not directed towards conserving ecosystems of national environ-
mental significance.

But if governments won’t step up to do their fair share to protect 
our environment, can we rely on the private sector to step in? In 
short no  —  not solely. ACF will continue to make the case for all lev-
els of government to invest in protecting and restoring nature. Our 
future is tied to that of our environment. It is too important to leave 
to the private sector alone. 

But the private sector is playing a role in mobilising finance. Bush 
Heritage Australia is a great example of a conservation organisation 
that deploys the financial resources of individuals to buy land for 
conservation.

And the potential for private sector finance to mobilise alongside 
public finance is truly massive. WWF, Credit Suisse and McKinsey 
& Company recently found that just one per cent of the assets of 
wealthy individuals, retail and institutional investors could secure 
the entire estimated $300–400 billion needed annually for global 
biodiversity protection. 

The UN has declared the years 2011 to 2020 the Decade on Biodi-
versity, with a goal to significantly reduce biodiversity loss. To meet 
the UN’s Aichi Biodiversity Targets, Australia needs to redouble its 
conservation efforts. That means massively expanding public and 
private conservation finance, alongside strong environmental laws.

→ For updates visit  
acfonline.org.au/new-economics

Dugald Murray
Chief eConomist

healthy ecosystems · climate chaNge · NortherN australia · ecoNomic chaNge
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Important Information
This advertisement has been prepared and issued by Solaire Management Pty Ltd (ACN 601 994 049) (“SOL”). An Information Memorandum (“IM”) will be issued setting out the offer to apply 
for units in the Solaire Income Fund (“Fund”). This advertisement is not intended to be, and does not constitute a PDS, prospectus, short form prospectus or profile statement as those terms 
are defined in the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). It does not constitute an offer for the issue, sale or purchase of any securities, or any recommendation in relation to investing in any asset. The 
offer to subscribe for units in the Fund, which is the subject of the IM, is made only to “wholesale clients” or “sophisticated investors” as those terms are defined in the Corporations Act 2001 
(Cth). This advertisement has been prepared without taking your investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs into account, it is important that you consider the IM for the offer 
and seek appropriate independent professional advice before making any investment decision. Full details of the forecast returns to investors, including the assumptions on which they are 
based, as well as the risks associated with an investment in the Fund are set out in the IM. A copy of the IM can be obtained by emailing enquiries@impact-group.com.au. While every care 
has been taken in the preparation of this document, SOL does not make any document or warrant as to the accuracy or completeness of any statement in it including, without limitation any 
forecasts or opinions.

Impact Investment Opportunity

 Solaire Income Fund
The Solaire Income Fund offers a compelling opportunity for wholesale investors seeking high-yielding, quarterly 
returns while delivering positive social and environmental impact. Solaire has been established to provide long-term, 
contracted cash returns to investors through investment in Solar Power Purchase Agreements and related assets.

8-9%
p.a. forecast average yield

 215,000
tonnes CO2e abated p.a.

Solaire Management Pty Ltd
T +61 3 8678 0200  |  T +61 3 8534 8060
W www.lighthouseinfrastructure.com
W www.impact-group.com.au

Apple, the Apple logo and iPad are trademarks of 
Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. 
App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.

Get habitat for iPad free!
search for ‘habitat magazine’
acfonline.org.au/habitatapp
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 Feature 

giving nature baCk the value it deserves

I was lucky enough to spend my childhood in the thick of 
nature on a small mountain in Victoria’s north-west. 

My memories were made climbing big trees, 
following hidden mossy paths, picking wild 
berries and getting muddy tromping through 
the pine forest or knee deep in the creek. I grew 
up in awe of the environment  —  fascinated and 
grateful for the constant discovery it offered me. 

For someone like me, the drive to protect 
something I feel so deeply connected to comes 
easily but the value of nature for so many of us 
has been usurped by a popular culture of mate-
rial wealth and mass consumption.

Livia Cullen 

Paradigm
shift

Our great Barrier reef, our national 
parks, our world Heritage sites are all 

written into the Australian identity. 
they are an integral part of who we are

Photo: Natalie 
tapson Flickrcc
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 Feature

We live in a society 
where the economy is 
valued over the environment, 
where stock markets and finance domi-
nate our news, and where environmental issues 
are often seen as on the fringe, pertinent only to 
the ‘left’. 

We spend up to forty hours a week in stark 
tiny cubicles under fluorescent lights, drown-
ing in technology. The spaces we live in are get-
ting smaller and more cramped. And between 
work and being absorbed in our various devic-
es, most of us spend very little time in nature.

The intellectual capacity of humans 
has allowed us to do incredible things  —  

create technology that can take us to space and 
cure cancer. But it has also meant that we have become so 

far removed from our place in nature  —  from the fact that we are 
still animals living in an ecosystem  —  that for many, our innate 
connection to it is latent or broken.

In September, at an Indigenous storytelling event, I was lucky 
enough to hear Ngarrindjeri Elder, Uncle Major Sumner tell a 
remarkable story about connection to country. In 2010, after al-
most a decade of drought, he grew tired of watching his ancestral 
home die and so he travelled the length of the great Murray River, 
uniting a group of Aboriginal River Nations on a pilgrimage to 
restore the river back to health. With an ancient Ringbalin cere-
mony, they danced the spirit back into the river and themselves. 
What followed was the wettest season in living memory with 
floods throughout the basin. 

What resonated with me most however, was not this remark-
able story, but the advice Uncle Major offered afterwards. He 
spoke of how all Australians, not just its Traditional Owners, are 
the caretakers of this country. He invited us to connect with coun-
try  —  to feel the dirt beneath our feet, to listen to it speak to us, 
and to look after it, as it looks after us. It was a beautiful moment. 
And it rang so true. 

Australians are lucky enough to live in a country with some of 
the most beautiful landscapes in the world. From the red rocks 

these injustices are stirring 
something in the Australian 

people. they are reawakening 
our innate connection to the 

natural world and driving 
our desire to protect it

Photo: 
 tessa Fluence
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Paradigm shiFt

and waterfalls of the Kimberley to the magnificent old-growth 
forests of Tasmania, we are blessed with world-renowned nat-
ural heritage that is not only hugely ecologically significant but 
integral to who we are. 

Our Great Barrier Reef, our national parks, our World Herit-
age sites are all written into the Australian identity. They are an 
integral part of who we are.

when our key piece of national environment law  —  the 
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Act  —  was created in 
1999 and the requirement for federal approval and oversight en-
shrined in law, it was to give these special places, and the unique 
species that inhabit them, the highest level of protection. 

It is disappointing paradox that the very people who have 
authority to protect them are the ones who are bent on destroy-
ing them. 

In less than a year, we’ve seen federal Environment Minister 
Greg Hunt exploit the weaknesses in our current laws to push 
through huge environmentally destructive projects that should 
never be allowed. We’ve seen what will be one of the world’s big-
gest coalmines approved in Queensland’s Galilee Basin, a massive 
coal port expansion on our World Heritage listed Great Barrier 
Reef and a huge coal seam gas export facility on Curtis Island.

These injustices are stirring something in the Australian peo-
ple. They are reawakening our innate connection to the natural 
world and driving our desire to protect it.

People are beginning to understand that the survival of our 
species and the preservation of our way of life depends on a 
healthy environment. That the right to a healthy environment is 
a fundamental human right. That it is a crude injustice for pollut-
ers to be offered more rights than people.

All over the country, Australians are standing up to defend the 
places they love. Ninety-year-old grandmothers, rugby players 
and doctors are risking their lives and clean records, locking onto 
machinery to stop destructive mining and development projects. 
We are beginning to see the lengths everyday Australians will go 
to, to protect the places they love.

The first time our national environment law came under at-
tack under the former Labor government, the Places You Love 
alliance was born. The alliance is the biggest ever collaboration 
of environment groups (it includes ACF), who have worked to-
gether ever since to protect the laws that safeguard Australia’s 
unique and special places. 

Now that our laws are again under attack, the Places You Love 
Alliance is one step ahead. The alliance works to stop the water-
ing down of our key laws  —  it is bringing together the world’s 
best environmental law experts to create the new generation of 
environmental protections Australia needs, and it is laying the 
foundation for a much needed national conversation about how 
to best protect the places we love.

Nature needs our help. On top of an anti-environment gov-
ernment, biodiversity in Australia has halved in less than a dec-
ade, the number of threatened species is on the rise and climate 
change, mining and other large-scale developments are putting 
more pressure on nature than it can take.

For all of us that appreciate the natural world, 
who understand that a healthy natural environ-
ment is essential for a healthy society, it’s time 
to reconnect and restart the conversation, to lis-
ten and discuss, and to agree on a shared vision 

for nature protection that unites all Australians, 
including government and business.

It may not be an ancient Ringbalin ceremony. 
But it’s the spark we need to reignite our con-
nection to country and our drive to protect it. 
Together, we can shape the paradigm shift we 
need to transform our society into one that val-
ues and protects the places we love.

He invited us to connect with 
country  —  to feel the dirt 
beneath our feet, to listen 
to it speak to us and to look 
after it, as it looks after us

ethicalinvestments.com.au  03 9853 0995

Ethical Investment Services Pty Ltd
ABN 38 004 531 800     AFS Licence 222 690

providing investment 
portfolios and financial advice 
for over 25 years

Michelle Brisbane 
Senior Adviser

Anne-Marie Spagnolo
Senior Adviser

Mike Josephson
Financial Adviser
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 Feature

Heatwaves are deadly, especially for urban 
populations surrounded by concrete and bitu-
men. Today, for the first time in history, more of 
Earth’s people live in cities than anywhere else. 
Australia has one of the most urbanized popu-
lations  —  around 70 per cent of us live in cities 
that cling to edge of the continent’s east coast. 
While the impacts of heatwaves vary  —  Bris-
bane and Melbourne get hit hardest  —  all major 
cities are affected.

Heatwaves have killed more Australians 
than any other natural disaster. More than 500 
Victorians have died in two major heatwaves 
since 2009, with hundreds more in Sydney and 
Brisbane. Demographically it is the elderly, par-
ticularly women over 75, young children and 
the chronically ill, who pay the highest price.

Yet Australian governments are increasing 
the vulnerability of people living in south-east-
ern cities and increasing the risk of more Aus-
tralians being killed during extreme summer 
weather. In December 2014 the Productivity 
Commission presented a report to federal treas-
urer Joe Hockey on how governments will fund 
responses to natural disasters. Bizarrely, that 
report excluded heatwaves from its terms of 
reference. Ultimately, however, the impact of 
heatwaves is a national issue that needs federal 
leadership and resources.

Our cities are turning into ovens
Global pollution from burning fossil fuels traps 
heat in the lower atmosphere, making local 
heatwaves more frequent and severe. Yet the 
federal government has no credible policy to 
reduce pollution deep enough or fast enough. 
It has gutted the renewable energy sector and 

shown no interest in supporting global efforts to tackle this most 
global of problems. 

As a consequence, Australian cities will continue to get hotter. 
The number of hot days per year has already doubled in the last 
50 years. According to CSIRO, a 1 to 2 degree increase in global 
warming will result in an 89 to 123 per cent rise in heatwave re-
lated deaths.

Removing parks and trees and increasing the amount of con-
crete and bitumen raises temperatures. Like a giant electric blan-
ket, at night the city’s hectares of concrete release heat stored 
during the day. 

trees  —  nature’s air conditioners
Yet research shows a single tree has the same cooling effect as ten 
air conditioners. Parkland provides the best cooling benefits dur-
ing extreme heat  —  in some areas, parks are 3 to 5 degrees cooler 
than their surrounds.

City parks are critically undervalued green infrastructure. 
Tony Abbott, Australia’s self-proclaimed “infrastructure PM”, 
might believe nothing “boosts confidence like cranes in the sky 
and bulldozers on the ground”. But in cities on high bake, parks 
and trees are lifesavers. 

To cool our cities, we need to connect these trees and parks and 
our urgent need for solutions to pollution, into a larger whole.

Around 11 million Australians live on the narrow, relatively 
wet and cool crescent of land that runs 3600 kilometres from 
Cape York to Melbourne. 

On one side is the Great Dividing Range, on the other is the 
ocean. Although named the Dividing Range, this network of 
mountains is a life support system that unifies the people and 
cities of Victoria, NSW and Queensland. Our shared dependence 
on the range’s forests and water connects every person in every 
town along the south-east coast.

These catchments are under sustained attack. In Queensland 
coalmines are cutting through the range. In NSW coal seam gas 
wells are perforating fragile catchments and proposed coals 
mines will tunnel under the state’s most important drinking 

high baKe
Paul Sinclair 

Photo:  
Kamil Porembiński 

Flickr cc
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Dr Paul Sinclair is the Australian Conservation 
Foundation’s director of campaigns

A national natural infrastructure network 
of protected areas across national parks, farms 
and backyards stretching from Cape York to 
Melbourne will help save threatened species, 
protect freshwater provided by forests and riv-
ers  —  and help keep south-eastern Australia as 
a good habitat for people.

This network will need to connect initiatives 
to establish and expand the urban forests of 
our cities and towns, and strengthen the links 
between the lives of 11 million Australians and 
the ecosystems that sustain them.

Our cities can be transformed from concrete 
deserts into urban forests. Over time, Brisbane, 
Sydney and Melbourne must produce their 
own renewable energy and water from local re-
cycling systems to sustain these forests and cool 
the city.

While cities make this transition, from being 
consumers to producers of water and energy, 
their dependence on freshwater from the Great 
Dividing Range will remain vital to maintain 
the parks and trees that cool our cities.

If we don’t have a plan to cut pollution and 
protect our national  —  natural  —  infrastructure, 
Australian governments will continue to spend 
billions of dollars treating symptoms while wil-
fully ignoring the causes of Australia’s most 
deadly natural disasters.

water supplies. In Victoria the water-producing forests of the cen-
tral highlands continue to be logged. These forests, along with 
those in the Australian Alps, Blue Mountains, the Gondwana 
Rainforests and the Wet Tropics World Heritage Areas, are one of 
the nation’s most important natural life support systems.

To lessen the impact of heatwaves, Australian cities urgently 
need a credible pollution solution from the federal government. 
We also need a national program to reconnect our cities with the 
forests of the Great Dividing Range. And we need strong envi-
ronmental laws capable of defending a 3600-kilometre network of 
public and private protected areas from the attacks of big pollut-
ers, loggers and the Business Council of Australia.

Acquire expertise in all facets of sustainability and gain the interdisciplinaryskills and 
knowledge required to tackle the most pressing environmental issues of our time.

You can custom–design a program to up skill or broaden your knowledge on campus 
and online. 

IES has a variety of interdisciplinary programs and non-award short courses to meet 
your needs:

•	 Graduate Certificate
•	 Graduate Diploma
•	 Master of Environmental Management
•	 PhD and Research options

•	 Short courses in managing 
greenhouse gases, environmental 
law, ecosystems management  
and more

share your vision 
for our planet …

Never 
Stand Still Science

Professional
Training in
Environmental
Management

Applications always open: enquire today
The Institute of Environmental Studies, UNSW Australia
ies@unsw.edu.au

ies.unsw.edu.au

Our shared dependence on the great 
Dividing range’s forests and water 
connects every person in every town 
along the south-east coast

Like a giant electric blanket, at night 
the city’s hectares of concrete release 
heat stored during the day. Yet research 
shows a single tree has the same 
cooling effect as ten air conditioners

high baKe
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 Feature

The hot seat
climate chaNge is pushiNg threateNed Wildlife iN the great diviNg 

raNge to the edge, Writes Jess abrahams.

golden Bowerbird 
 Amblyornis  newtonianus 

Photo: David Cook flickr cc

white Lemuroid ringtail Possum  
Photo: Wet Tropics Images  

Mike Trenerry

Mountain Pygmy Possum  
Photo: Parks Australia

Leadbeater’s Possum 
Photo: D Harley
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the impact of climate change on threatened 
wildlife in the great Diving range
At the northern end of the Great Dividing Range, mega-diverse 
rainforests cloak the rugged mountain peaks of the Wet Tropics 
World Heritage Area. Nearly half of Australia’s bird species live 
here. A quarter of our frogs do too  —  tree frogs, mist frogs, frogs 
that live on mountaintops and others that make water-filled co-
coons to keep cool in the dry season. The birdwing butterflies are 
bigger than your hand. In fact, nearly 70 per cent of Australia’s 
butterflies call this precious patch home. 

Yet in a changing climate, the Wet Tropics are predicted to ex-
perience more days of extreme heat, a longer, drier dry season 
and increased rainfall variability. Many of the endemic moun-
tain-dwelling species found here have a narrow climatic range, 
making the region especially prone to extinction. 

The ‘neglected frog’ (its real name) is an endangered rainfor-
est frog that lives in damp leaf litter on cool rain-soaked moun-
taintops of the Wet Tropics. Already under pressure from human 
habitat disturbance, the frog is particularly sensitive to warming 
and is disappearing from lower elevations of its range, due to 
climate change. The neglected frog is predicted to disappear alto-
gether with just a 1°C rise in temperature.

Another climate-threatened species is the rare white lemuroid 
ringtail possum. The possum’s key stronghold is an isolated patch 
of mature rainforest above 1000 metres on Mount Lewis, north-
west of Cairns. The heat-sensitive possum cannot survive for 
more than a few hours in temperatures above 30°C. Heat waves 
have already increased in intensity and length over the past 50 
years, and research over the past decade indicates the possum is 
disappearing from its northern mountain range. Due to its vul-
nerability to warming, its restricted habitat in cool, moist, high al-
titude forests, and the expected increase in both the duration and 
severity of future heatwaves, the white Lemuroid possum may 
become Australia’s first climate change extinctions. It is known as 
the polar bear of Australia for more than just the colour of its fur.

At the temperate end of the Great Dividing Range, rising tem-
peratures are expected to add additional pressure to the endan-
gered Mountain pygmy possum, which hibernates beneath the 
winter snow on some of Australia’s highest peaks. The tiny pos-
sum is already struggling to cope with habitat destruction and 
fragmentation, predation by feral animals and threats to its main 
food source, the Bogong moth. Global warming and loss of snow 
cover may push it to the brink. A recent discovery of possums 

living at lower altitude in Kosciuszko National 
Park, however, may play a key role in under-
standing how this species might adapt to future 
climate challenges.

Further south along the range, climate 
change is increasing the risk of wildfire in 
Mountain Ash forests already fire prone from 
logging. This combination of logging and wild-
fire threatens the remaining unburnt habitat of 
Victoria’s faunal emblem, the endangered Lead-
beater’s possum. The 2009 Black Saturday wild-
fires burnt 45 per cent of the possum’s mountain 
habitat. A hotter, drier climate and continued 
logging will only exacerbate this threat.

Faced with the immanent climate extinction 
of iconic montane wildlife like these, Australia 
must take urgent action to alleviate other im-
mediate pressures and threats, reduce our emis-
sions and mitigate climate change.

An obvious place to start would be to protect 
the carbon dense forests that cloak these moun-
tains and provide habitat for threatened spe-
cies. A recent report by Beyond Zero Emissions 
found that if left to recover from clearfell log-
ging, the forests of south-east Australia could 
sequester more than ten years of Australia’s to-
tal greenhouse gas emissions.

We must also leave the carbon intensive fos-
sil fuels found throughout these ranges stored 
safely in the ground. For instance, Queens-
land’s massive Galilee coal basin on the west-
ern flanks of the range underlies important 
remnant woodland habitat for threatened bird 
species. If the mining proposed in the basin 
proceeds, up to 705 million tonnes of carbon di-
oxide will be released into the atmosphere each 
year for the next ninety years.

Continuing to log these forests and mine this 
coal will not only further destroy habitat for 
threatened species, it will make climate change 
much worse. If Australia fails to take real action 
on warming, mountain dwelling species will 
run out of range. They will be pushed off the 
mountaintop and into the climate hot seat.

→ For the full article and interactive maps, download 
habitat for iPad at acfonline.org.au/habitatapp

If Australia fails to take real action 
on warming, mountain dwelling 
species will run out of range and be 
pushed into the climate hot seat

the white lemuroid ringtail possum 
cannot survive for more than a few 
hours in temperatures above 30°

the hot seat
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Do the trade agreements 
the Abbott government 
is negotiating impact 
Australia’s environment?

habitat@acfonline.org.au

emaiL your questions 
to the economist 

Yes, some trade agreements are proving to 
be catastrophically bad for both nature and 
communities.

Trade agreements like the Trans-Pacific Part-
nership (TPP), which is currently being negoti-
ated in secret by Trade Minister Andrew Robb, 
basically do one thing  —  they make it easier for 
corporations to import and export goods and 
services. They remove tariffs and other barri-
ers to trade, and are lauded by governments and 
business groups as a way of creating econom-
ic growth.

Trade agreements can help to create jobs and 
opportunities, and sometimes make it easier for 
developing countries to access environmental 
goods and services like solar technologies. 

But trade agreements often result in a race to 
the bottom, where countries like Australia com-
mit to the environmental or industrial relations 
protections of the lowest denominator, rath-
er than requiring countries like China to raise 
their level of protections to match ours. And 
while protections for business interests are ro-
bust, environmental provisions are typically 
unenforceable. /AustralianConservationFoundation

have your say 
at facebook

Even worse, governments are increasingly trying to include in-
vestor-state dispute settlement (ISDS) provisions. These beefed up 
international trade tribunals override domestic courts and allow 
foreign corporations to sue governments for regulatory changes 
that could affect corporate profits. This means a foreign corpora-
tion can sue Australia for environmental protections that damage 
its bottom line. 

For example, an Australian-based mining company is using 
ISDS to sue the El Salvador government for its refusal to issue 
a mining licence. The government’s decision came after the lo-
cal community protested against the mine, concerned about acid 
drainage, heavy metals and the use of cyanide in the mining pro-
cess, risking the contamination of major water catchment areas.

And tobacco giant Phillip Morris is suing Australia over its cig-
arette plain packaging legislation under the Hong Kong-Austral-
ia investment treaty. Although it is an American company, Phillip 
Morris was unable to sue under the US-Australia Free Trade 
Agreement because public uproar kept the clause out of the pub-
lic agreement. 

To overcome this, Phillip Morris restructured its assets to be-
come an incorporated Hong Kong investor, enabling it to go ‘trea-
ty shopping’ and sue Australia under the obscure agreement. 

Trade agreements have their place, but not when they attack 
our environment. ACF is campaigning to ensure any trade agree-
ments Australia signs up to put our environment first. That means 
saying no to ISDS.

Dugald Murray

 This Regulation was made by the Board on 29 August 
2014, pursuant to Rule 18.3(j) of the Constitution. The 
purpose of the Regulation is to codify the role of Patrons. 

1. BACKGROUND
 The ACF Constitution provides for Council to appoint one 

or more Patrons. Prior to this Regulation, there has been 
no documented codification of role and responsibilities.

2. ROLE OF PATRON
 The role of a Patron is to support, 

protect, and promote the ACF.

3. APPOINTMENT
 A patron is appointed by resolution of Council, following 

nomination by the Nominations Committee. In proposing 
a Patron, The Nominations Committee shall be mindful 
of the following criteria. A Patron shall be a person that:

 a) Has a positive public profile which 
furthers the ACF mission

 b) Is willing to have their name 
associated in public with the ACF.

 c) Is prepared to undertake certain 
responsibilities in promoting the ACF

 On appointment, a patron will receive a letter 
of agreement to specify the expectations of 
the individual and the organization.

4. PROCESSES
4.1 Responsibilities of Patron
 By arrangement with the President and CEO, a Patron 

will undertake the following responsibilities.
 a) Attend the Annual General Meeting
 b) Attend major meetings with donors, 

and other fund raising events
 c) Attend other meetings designed to promote 

the causes espoused by the ACF
 A Patron is not expected to attend Council meetings 

but may do so at their own discretion. 

4.2 Responsibilities of ACF
 a) ACF will include the name of a Patron on the ACF Web 

Site, in the Annual Report, and on other communications 
as agreed with a Patron from time to time.

 b) ACF will maintain regular contact with a Patron, 
which shall involve a direct communication from the 
President by telephone or written communication.

4.3 Termination
 In the event that ACF or a Patron perceives that there is 

no longer a mutual benefit in a continued association, 
either party may discontinue the relationship.

 Endorsed by Council: C131—22 June 2014
 Approved: B060 29 August 2014

ACF Regulation 15  —  PATRONS

 ask the economist
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News 

the groundbreaking 
project has won more 

than just hearts—
it has also been 

awarded a coveted 
2014 green Leader 

Environment Award

kindles a great fire
the EcoAPArC project at Ashburton Pool and Recreation 
Centre is a shining example of energy efficiency and community 
awareness. For the first community event, patrons and staff potted 
plants in locally made compost. They picked fresh mint and add-
ed it to bike-blended smoothies, had health checks and mused on 
the connection between healthy people and healthy environments. 

The project has a community garden and composting facility, 
too, which has won the hearts and minds of members and guests. 
One guest travels from Melbourne’s southern suburbs just to 
drop off her compost. And the produce her compost feeds ends 
up on the menu at the centre’s café, feeding hungry swimmers 
and closing the loop.

The groundbreaking project has won more than just hearts  —  
it has also been awarded a coveted 2014 Green Leader Environ-
ment Award for demonstrating outstanding commitment to 
energy efficiency.

Operating under the auspices of YMCA Victoria, the com-
prehensive program has been running for a year now. As a 

remote Spark site, it aims to 
reduce waste and improve 
the community’s knowledge 
of sustainability. 

EcoAPARC was the brain-
child of young Y employee, 
Lachie McLean, the Environ-
ment, Sustainability and Oper-
ations Coordinator. Lachie has 
more than a passing interest in 
sustainability and energy effi-
ciency. He was trained by for-
mer Vice President Al Gore to 

become a Climate Leader at the 2014 Climate Reality Leadership 
Corp training in June 2014. 

According to Lachie, the APARC program has been fuelled 
by the YMCA’s commitment to the environment. It was initially 
developed to deal with issues around waste management prac-
tices  —  particularly the large amount of recyclable material sent 
to landfill. The program has since grown in scope and ambition. 

As well as the community garden and compost facility, the 
centre has developed a WaterMAP (Management Action Plan), 
in consultation with Yarra Valley Water, to deliver a better 

understanding of how much water is used at 
the site and show how patrons can use it more 
sustainably. The ‘Green Commute’ program 
rewards patrons who leave their cars at home. 
Those who walk, cycle or taking public transport 
to the Centre will accumulate reward points and 
can redeem them as part of the benefits offered 
by the Centre’s current loyalty program.

Sustainability education has also become 
part of the centre’s school holiday program. 
Children learn about the importance of sustain-
ability and protecting the environment through 
art and craft activities and sessions on waste 
management. 

“What we are trying to do with EcoAPRAC 
is provide practical examples to everyone, from 
our infant to elderly patrons, as well as our con-
tractors and volunteers. We have a responsibili-
ty as leaders within the community to ensure our 
environmental actions focus on public education 
and awareness,” explains Lachie. It is working a 
treat  —  the program has fostered a strong sense 
of community ownership and involvement. 

Next up, Lachie and the crew plan to meas-
ure the success of the program by ‘surveying’ 
waste facilities and quantifying the impact of 
the combined community effort.

The Green Leader Environment Award is 
a feather in Lachie’s cap. This year the award 
was sponsored by Spark  —  the energy efficien-
cy literacy partnership between ACF and YMCA. 
Spark sites Camp Wyuna, Bush Capital Lodge 
and South Castlemaine Kindergarten where also 
nominated, demonstrating how significant en-
ergy savings in YMCA centres can be. In fact, in 
2014 alone, the YMCA saved more that $11,000 
on energy use and reduced energy consumption 
by 20 per cent at participating Spark sites.

“The 2014 Green Leader Environment Award 
winner demonstrates the real and achievable 
possibilities open to all YMCA centres and the 
Association”, says Spark program manager Mim 
Lowe. “By taking on the challenge of improving 
our energy efficiency, together we can embed en-
ergy savings throughout the Y, Australia-wide.”

Mim Lowe

A small spark 

 Spark received funding from the Department of Industry as part of the Energy 
Efficiency Information Grants Program. The views expressed herein are not 
necessarily the views of the Commonwealth of Australia, and the Commonwealth 
does not accept responsibility for any information or advice contained herein.
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 News

Recently the world’s leading environmen-
tal management body, the International Union 
for the Conservation of Nature, issued a serious 
health warning to Australia’s largest national 
park. IUCN listed Kakadu as an area of “signif-
icant concern”, stating that extra attention, re-
sources and conservation measures are needed 
to protect this special place.

Against this backdrop and in the shadow of 
Fukushima, a continuing nuclear crisis directly 

fuelled by Australian uranium, there are grow-
ing concerns over the long-term impacts of ura-
nium mining in Kakadu. A new plan by Energy 
Resources of Australia (ERA) to start an under-
ground mine called Ranger 3 Deeps (R3D) at its 
troubled Ranger mine site is ringing alarm bells.

Sadly, while ERA is no stranger to alarm 
bells, it is perilously slow to respond to them. 
In its three decades of imposed operations there 
have been over two hundred documented leaks, 

Ranger
Danger

eNergy resources australia’s NeW plaN to start aN uNdergrouNd miNe 
called raNger 3 deeps raises serious coNcerNs, Writes dave sWeeNey.

Dave Sweeney 
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raNger daNger

spills and license breaches at the Ranger mine and persistent con-
cerns about the over-complex and under-performing regulatory 
system and the lack of any credible or independent watchdog.

In December 2013 a massive tank failure at Ranger saw over 
a million litres of highly acidic radioactive slurry breach contain-
ment lines and operations at the mine suspended for six months. 
The Gundjeihmi Aboriginal Corporation, which represents the 
region’s Mirarr Traditional Owners and has been a long-standing 
partner of ACF, describes the Ranger mine as “a hillbilly opera-
tion, run by a hillbilly miner with hillbilly regulators”.

But despite the soundtrack of duelling banjos, critical stake-
holders and falling standards, ERA is pressing ahead with its 
plan to literally dig itself into a deeper hole.

Mining and mineral processing at Ranger is fixed and finite 
with ERA’s authority to mine set to expire in January 2021. This is 
to be followed by a mandated five-year period during which the 
mineral lease is to be rehabilitated to a standard that would allow 
the site to be incorporated into the surrounding Kakadu World 
Heritage area. Instead of focusing on this complex and costly 
challenge, ERA is intent on wringing as much uranium from the 
Ranger area before the clock finally runs down.

After the party comes the hangover and a further concern 
is the high level of uncertainty surrounding the company’s ca-
pacity and commitment to meet its rehabilitation obligations. In 
its 2013 Annual Report ERA stated it is not certain it can fund 
its required clean-up at Ranger unless R3D goes ahead. For its 
part, ERA’s parent company, British mining giant Rio Tinto, has 
repeatedly refused to underwrite the cost of Ranger’s rehabilita-
tion and has moved to distance itself from ERA’s rehabilitation 
responsibilities.

Concerns over ERA’s financial position have been exacerbat-
ed by the lack of detail about its underground plans in the R3D 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).

ERA’s draft EIS fails to provide any up-to-date costings on 
projected income, capital expenditures, tax payment, annual op-
erating costs and more. The location of key pieces of project in-
frastructure is missing and the EIS cites “unknown factors” as a 
result of the yet-to-be finalised pre-feasibility study, which is due 
for completion in 2015.

ACF has challenged the Northern Territory Environmental 
Protection Agency’s acceptance of the R3D application given the 
absence of key project data that is needed to make any consid-
ered assessment. Thousands of ACF members and supporters 
have sent formal submissions calling for an end to project. As 
well as working with affected communities to highlight the true 
costs and impacts of uranium mining in Kakadu, ACF will con-
tinue to engage in this process to highlight its deficiencies and 
the uncertainty surrounding the flawed R3D plan.

In the absence of a proven commitment and capacity for re-
habilitation and without addressing unresolved operational and 
safety issues, ERA’s bullish attempts to secure regulatory ap-
proval for R3D raises serious new questions about both the com-
pany and the regulatory regime that it operates in.

The economic fundamentals of ERA and the proposed pro-
ject are, at best, shaky. The uranium commodity price has fallen 

sharply since Fukushima and forecasts suggest 
a short to medium term resurgence is unlikely. 
In addition to standard regulatory approvals, 
the company also faces the hurdles of an un-
enthusiastic uranium market, deep stakeholder 
concern and shrinking social license.

The short and fixed production window has 
left investors and the market underwhelmed 
by the R3D proposal. Especially given this 
short window, industry projections based on 
the Japanese government’s support for the re-
start of nuclear reactors and prospects of future 
uranium sales to India appear overly optimistic 
about the influence these factors may have on 
the commodity price. 

Instead of advancing the R3D proposal, it is 
now time for federal and NT regulators to make 
sure ERA meets its obligations for a measured 
closure and a comprehensive clean-up at Rang-
er. How this is managed will be a fundamental 
credibility test for both ERA and Rio Tinto. 

Australia’s uranium trade means toxic tail-
ings at home and radioactive risk abroad. R3D 
is an ill-considered attempt by an increasingly 
embattled company to keep the door open for 
its wider Kakadu uranium dreams. It is time 
this door was shut and sealed. Forever.

Despite the soundtrack 
of duelling banjos, crit-
ical stakeholders and 
 falling standards,  Energy 
resources Australia is 
pressing to literally dig 
 itself into a deeper hole

After the party comes 
the hangover  —  ErA is 
not certain it can pay for 
the clean-up at ranger 
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 Feature

Symbiosis | sym|bi¦osis | noun (pl. symbioses)

interaction between two or more different 
 organisms living in close physical associa-
tion, typically to the advantage of each.

Microbes, molecules 
& mucus

the Scale Free Network is on a mis-
sion to advocate for the rights and roles of mi-
crobes. The art-science collaboration’s most 
recent book, Zobi and the Zoox, begins with a 
manifesto: 

“Over the last 4 billion years, microorganisms 
have shaped our Earth into the biosphere we 
know and love  —  rich in biological and geolog-
ical diversity. Through a range of symbioses 

(some brief, some lifelong), microbes have collaborated with all 
types of life on Earth to create new, emergent forms, including 
human beings. While some symbioses cause harm, most bring 
benefits to all involved. The idea that life evolves through com-
petition is only part of the story. Life is just as much about work-
ing together.”

Set on the Great Barrier Reef, Zobi and the Zoox is a story of 
symbiosis between microbes and larger forms of life. Zobi is a 
brave rhizobia bacterium whose home is under threat from a 

Illustration:  
Aviva reed
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microbes, molecules aNd mucus

fishy facts
warming ocean. She teams up with the Zoox, a family of slow 
but steady zooxanthellae marine plankton. When the ocean gets 
too hot, the coral becomes gravely ill and the bacteria around 
them begin to starve. Zobi and the Zoox must work together to 
save the day. 

The book aims to get us thinking about microbes. Bacteria 
are not just germs  —  enemies we should eradicate. Very often, 
symbiotic relationships are ones of cooperation, not competition. 
Symbiosis happens on a microscopic scale, but also on a plane-
tary scale. Most forms of life survive by working together.

Zobi and the Zoox is the second book from Scale Free Network, 
a collaboration of writers, artists, scientists and educators based 
in Melbourne. Their first book explores a different symbiotic rela-
tionship  —  one between a squid and some bacteria. The Squid, the 
Vibrio & the Moon tells the story of a newborn bobtail squid, Sepio, 
who has not yet learned glow. His dark shape is obvious in the 
moonlit water, and all kinds of dangerous predators lurk nearby. 
Some intrepid bioluminescent bacteria, Ali and Mai, undertake 
a dangerous journey from the seawater to a special light-organ 
inside the squid. Sepio offers them food and safety and in return 
they work together to camouflage Sepio so he glows brightly in 
the moonlight.

Symbiosis happens on a microscopic scale, with microbes, 
molecules and mucus. It also plays out on a planetary scale. Most 
forms of life survive by working together  —  us humans, too. 

→ Download habitat for iPad listen to an 
audio book of The Squid, the Vibrio and 
the Moon acfonline.org.au/habitatapp

Scale Free Network is Dr Gregory Crocetti (Microbial Ecologist) and 
Briony Barr (Art Director), working with Aviva Reed (illustrator) 
and Ailsa Wild (writer) scalefreenetwork.com.au

Zobi and the Zoox and The Squid, the Vibrio and the 
Moon are available online at scalefreepublishing.com/shop 
and at a growing number of bookshops across Australia: 
scalefreepublishing.com/stockists

Eco giveaway!
Don’t forget to enter our giveaway on 
page 3 to win copies of Zobi and the Zoox 
and The Squid, the Vibrio and the Moon!

coral reefs are among the most 
diverse ecosystems on Earth. Occupying 
less than 0.1 per cent of the world’s 
ocean surface, they are home for over 
25 per cent of all marine species. 

coral bleaching is the massive loss 
of photosynthesising zooxanthellae 
from most coral polyps within a coral 
colony. It’s triggered by environmental 
stresses including physical extremes of 
temperature (both too hot and too cold), 
extreme UV light, chemical stress caused 
by fertiliser or herbicide runoff from 
farms, freshwater runoff after cyclones 
and some chemicals from sunscreen. 

coral reefs around the world dominate 
shallow seawater environments where 
there are very few nutrients. Nothing 
can be wasted (it’s a little like living 
in a space station). Within each coral 
polyp, the microbes play a crucial role 
in recycling all molecules containing 
nitrogen, sulfur and phosphorus. 

beneficial symbioTic partnerships 
like the one in Zobi and the Zoox are 
common in coral reefs. The low nutrient 
conditions make it essential for life forms 
to work together efficiently, to use what 
little food is available. Some of the many 
examples of symbiosis include clown 
fish with anemones, cleaner shrimp 
with fish, sea slugs solar-powered 
by cyanobacteria, and sponges  —  
the microbial hotels of the reef.




